
Memo: S. Heron Lake Fen Protective Lake Elevations 
Date: July 8, 2021 

To: Tom Kresko, Area Hydrologist; Todd Kolander, South District Manager 

From: Michael Swenson, PhD, Groundwater Specialist 
 Keylor Andrews 
 Jennie Skancke 

Key Points: 
• Comparing the survey data from June 29, 2021 with the areas mapped by 

the regional ecologist (in June 2018), the highest quality fen areas occur 
between an elevation of 1407.8 and 1412.6 feet NAVD88. This mapped 
extent agrees with field observations at the time of the survey. 

• The lowest elevation surveyed on 6/29/021 was 1406 feet NAVD88. A 
mixture of wet meadow and seepage meadow species were observed down 
to this elevation. This indicates a groundwater influence on the vegetation 
down to this elevation. Thus, it is reasonable to infer that the groundwater 
dependent wetland complex extends down to an elevation of 1406 feet 
NAVD88, or possibly lower based on the comparison with the seepage 
meadow delineated by the regional ecologist on a previous visit. 

• Surface water records show the lake level rarely exceeds 1406 feet NAVD88, 
and the highest recorded elevation is 1407.9 feet NAVD88. Continuous data 
does not exist for this basin, so higher levels may have occurred but weren’t 
recorded. 

• On the 6/29/2021 site visit, SONDE measurements were collected down to 
an elevation of 1407.6 feet NAVD88. These chemical measurements indicate 
a clear groundwater component down to this elevation, supporting the above 
statement. 

Recommendations to permitting staff for protecting the fen: 
• Any inundation above 1407.8 feet NAVD88 would impact the highest quality 

areas of the calcareous fen at this location. In order to protect the fen, the 
lake level should never exceed this elevation. 

• We recommend that the proposed drainage improvements not be allowed 
unless the permittee can demonstrate that there will be no increase in the 
depth, duration, or frequency of inundation above 1406 feet NAVD88. 

• The above elevations would likely protect the fen. However, any errors in 
modelling or unknowns in the system have not been factored into these 
elevations. In addition, unknowns exist in in the exact nature of the 
groundwater-surface water interaction in the fen due to lack of data. A more 
conservative protective elevation may be necessary to account for errors and 
unknowns in the system. 

• Unless the project proposer can demonstrate that the proposed drainage 
project will not cause an increase in the duration, depth, and frequency of 



the inundation above 1406.0 feet NAVD88 or a potential exceedance of 
1407.8 feet NAVD88, a Calcareous Fen Management Plan will be required. A 
CFMP would be needed regardless of whether or not the project triggers a 
public waters work permit. A CFMP would need to include a fen monitoring 
plan. The CFMP would need approval by DNR and implementation by the 
project proposers prior to initiating drainage work. 

Overview: 
S. Heron Lake Fen is adjacent to S. Heron Lake in Jackson County, MN. Proposed 
drainage improvements would potentially alter the watershed hydrology of S. Heron 
Lake and may increase the duration or frequency of high lake levels. Regional 
permitting staff requested that the Regional Fen Team identify protective lake level 
elevations for this calcareous fen. 

Given that calcareous fens are natural systems, their occurrence on the landscape 
cannot always be precisely mapped. They may not have a clear or static boundary 
and frequently occur among other wetland types within a wetland complex or 
mosaic. Maps showing calcareous fen “boundaries” or “extents” are necessary for 
practical identification purposes, but should not be interpreted as depicting discrete 
community boundaries, which can fluctuate on the landscape. Calcareous fens 
typically transition from a stable, diagnostic hydrology regime in the core of the fen 
community, to more variable hydrological regimes in surrounding seepage 
meadows (less consistent groundwater discharge), and sometimes to cattail 
marshes or floodplains (more frequent inundation).  For regulatory purposes, the 
DNR has long considered the boundary of calcareous fens to be the boundary of the 
wetland complex the fen is located in. 

However, in this case, the wetland complex is continuous all the way to the edge of 
(and into) S. Heron Lake. The groundwater dependent wetland complex (of seepage 
meadow and transitional fen areas) may be a more practical regulatory boundary. 

Elevations of the highest quality fen pockets 
The boundary of the highest quality fen pockets were delineated by the regional 
ecologist (Megan Benage) on June 14, 2018 as part of a calcareous fen status 
check. This delineated boundary does not indicate the limits of the calcareous fen 
nor the extent of fen indicators (chemical, biological, or hydrological), but rather 
the highest quality areas of calcareous fen found at this site. Comparing with the 
survey data collected on June 29, 2021 and observations in the field, the lower 
boundary of this delineated area is 1407.8 feet NAVD88. The upper boundary of the 
highest quality fen is approximately 1412.6 feet NAVD88. See maps below. 

Areas Downslope of the highest quality fen openings 
The lowest elevation surveyed on 6/29/21 was 1406.0 feet NAVD88. We were not 
able to traverse all the way to the lake edge. A mixture of wet meadow and 
seepage meadow species were observed down to this elevation, although cattail 



cover was pre-dominant in the lower elevations. This indicates a likely presence of 
a groundwater influence on the vegetation down to this elevation. See maps below. 

Similarly, during the June 14, 2018 site visit, the regional ecologist mapped 
Southern Seepage Meadow/Carr (a groundwater dependent plant community). The 
boundary of the mapped Southern Seepage Meadow/Carr appears to be at a similar 
(or slightly lower) elevation to the lowest location surveyed on 6/29/2021, by 
comparing contour lines.  

Thus, it is reasonable to infer that the groundwater dependent wetland complex 
extends down to an elevation of 1406 feet NAVD88, or possibly lower. 

Survey data 
Elevations were collected with a survey grade (Trimble R12) GPS which was 
adjusted to a known geodetic bench mark located 10 miles to the northeast. See 
Table 1. 

Chemistry Data 6/29/2021 
A multi-parameter SONDE was calibrated (for pH, conductivity, and redox potential) 
the morning of the field visit, using standard solutions. Field measurements were 
collected at many, but not all, of the survey points within the fen wetland complex 
(Table 2). 

Water chemistry parameters were found to change from the upper part of the 
seepage zone toward the lower wetland complex. In particular pH and temperature 
increase in a downslope direction, and specific conductivity decreases in a 
downslope direction. The chemistry parameters lower on the slope are more similar 
to the lake water than in the upper part of the seepage zone. This is more likely 
due to within-fen chemical changes than mixing of the groundwater and surface 
water. The distinct differences between the lake water and the samples collected in 
the fen, indicates a groundwater component throughout the fen wetland complex. 

  



 

 Fig. 1. Chemistry SONDE parameters compared to elevation throughout the fen. 
Note: the lowest elevation point was collected from S. Heron Lake Public water 
access. The elevation is estimated as 1403.5 feet NAVD88 for display of these 
graphs only. 

S. Heron Lake Past Lake Water Level data: 
The water level in S. Heron Lake has been measured between 1961 and June 2021. 
The frequency of measurements was intermittent prior to 2000, but after 2000 
there is a fairly good record of daily measurements during the growing season 
(typically Mar/April through October). 

As stated above, the lowest elevation of the open fen area is currently mapped at 
approximately 1407.8 feet NAVD88. The recorded water level in S. Heron Lake only 
exceed this elevation one time during the period of record. This occurred during 
October of 2010, when the water level of S. Heron Lake was between 1407.8 and 
1407.9 feet NAVD88 for a period of 3 days. 

As above, transitional groundwater dependent seepage meadow areas occur down 
to an elevation of approximately 1406 feet NAVD88. The lake level exceeds this 
elevation very infrequently, with only 11 occurrences were recorded in the 57 year 
period of record. 

A few limitations of the S. Heron Lake gage data should be noted: 

1. The gage data is reported with a datum of NGVD29, while the survey 
elevations were collected in a datum of NAVD88. For this report, the lake 
gage data were converted to NAVD88 by a constant factor of 0.50 feet. This 
conversion should be accurate to within 0.1 feet. 

2. The gage data is not continuous throughout the entire period of record. Thus, 
higher lake elevations than recorded may have occurred throughout this 
record. Also, the duration of flooding is not known precisely for much of the 
record. 

  



 

Fig. 2. Lake level recorded at S. Heron Lake gages since 1990. Note: The levels are 
reported in a datum of NGVD29, and were converted to NAVD88 by adding 0.50 
feet, which is approximately the correct conversion for this part of Jackson County. 

  



Impacts of inundation observed in other Minnesota Fens: 
Several calcareous fens in southern Minnesota have been documented and mapped, 
which are near the 100-year flood elevation of various rivers. The evidence from 
other fens suggests that the quality of the fen can be severely degraded with even 
infrequent inundation (e.g. elevations at or just below the 100 year flood 
elevation). This matches the observations from S. Heron Lake Fen. Namely, that 
calcareous fens can only exist where surface water inundation occurs extremely 
infrequently, if ever. Fens tend to be heavily degraded in locations where there is 
even infrequent inundation. Inundation leaches minerals, mainly calcium, and 
deposits nutrients, sediment and seeds. Several examples are presented below to 
demonstrate this point: 

Seminary Fen 

• 100 year flood elevation limits the lower extent of seminary fen footprint. 
• Field observations have noted a wall of Phragmites at 716-718 feet NAVD88. 
• Field observations have also noted that the quality of fen degrades in a 

downslope direction toward more flood prone areas. 

Ottawa Fens: 

• Fens only exist above an elevation of 760 feet NAVD88. 
• The closest stream gage on the Minnesota River is in St. Peter, which has a 

period of record since only 2018. 
• In March 2019, the gage height at St. Peter was 759.77 feet NAVD88. Other 

stream gages along the Minnesota River identify March 2019 as among the 
highest ever crests of the Minnesota River. 

Redwing 21 Fen: 

• This fen is located within the 100-year flood plain of the Cannon River.  
• The upper parts of the fen are located just below the 100-year flood plain. 
• This calcareous fen was identified by MBS staff in 1991. 
• This fen is highly degraded, and was unrecognizable as a calcareous fen in 

June 2021 status check, presumably from infrequent inundation. 

Gun Club Lake Fen North:  

• This fen is degraded and only exist above 710 feet NAVD88.  
• The FEMA 100 year flood elevation is approximately 713 feet NAVD88. 

Gun Club Lake South Fen: 

• Intact fen only exist above 710 feet NAVD88. 
• Below 710 feet, the vegetation is dominated by Reed Canary Grass, Cattails 

and Phragmites. 
• The FEMA 100 year flood elevation is 712 feet NAVD88. 
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Tables: 
Table 1. Surveyed elevations and notes collected on 6/29/2021 field visit 

Survey 
Point Name  UTMX UTMY 

Elevation 
(feet 
NAVD88) Notes 

first sedge 4839968 323680.5 1407.767 
Near the edge of the open sedge lawns of the highest quality fen 
areas. 

upper edge 4839977 323708.5 1412.318 

Near the upper edge of the groundwater seepage zone. 
Approximately 10-15 feet downslope of the edge of the tree/shrub 
line. Primarily reed canary grass and narrow leaved cattail. 

sedge 
opening 4839969 323701.3 1412.53 

Near the upper edge of the sedge opening. Squishy ground 
indicative of strong seepage zones. Carex stricta, primarily. Survey 
point on top of tussex. 

sedge 
opening 2 4839969 323701 1412.202 Adjacent to sedge opening point in pool. 

tussucks top 4839965 323706.6 1412.66 

Near to SHL-2 point. Near the upper edge of the sedge opening. 
Squishy ground indicative of strong seepage zones. Carex stricta, 
primarily. 

tussocks 
bottom 4839965 323706.6 1410.254 

At the above location with the survey rod to resistance in the GW 
pool. 

sedge 
opening 3 4839962 323694.4 1410.143 

Within the sedge opening of the fen. Approximately half way down 
the slope of the most open area of the fen.  

upper shrub 
line 4839958 323692.9 1409.626 

Near the downslope edge of the most open areas of the fen. 
Starting to be more crowded with cattail. ~25% cattail cover. Some 
low (<1 m) shrubs as well. 

sedge line 4839948 323688.9 1408.229 
Just downslope of the main open sedge lawns of the fen. ~75% 
cattail cover. 

tufa 4839942 323687.6 1407.628 
Primarily cattail, with some Joe-Pie Weed, Dogwood shrubs. Some 
tufa found along a groundwater channel. 

Lower edge 4839932 323683.3 1407.052 

Primarily cattail with but with a mixture of other seepage meadow 
species, a variety of forbs growing among the cattail. Amorpha 
fructosa and Joe-Pie Weed present.  

Seepage 
Meadow 4839922 323680.5 1407.036 

A small seepage meadow opening, with horsetails, sedges and a 
mixture of other species.  

Irises 4839914 323667.1 1406.01 

Shrubbier, with some Amorpha fructosa, Dogwood, and cattails 
predominant. Irises present. We did not traverse any closer to the 
lake, but the wetland complex appears to continue all the way to 
the lake. 

Lake NA NA   

S. Heron Open Lake. At the Community Point public water access 
on the northeastern shore of the Lake. Collected from open water 
at approximately 1 foot depth. 

 



Table 2. Sonde Data collected on 6/29/2021 field visit. Survey Point Name corresponds with 
Table 1. 

Survey 
Point 
Name 

Water temp. 
C 

Dissolved 
Oxygen 
(mg/L) 

Dissolved 
Oxygen (% 
Saturated) pH 

Oxidative-
Reductive 
Potential 
(mV) 

Specific 
Conductivity 
(μS/cm) 

SONDE Sampling 
Location 

first sedge             None taken 
upper edge 16.7 5.3 55.5 6.85 -81.4 1243.1 groundwater channel 
sedge 
opening 10.6 1.3 11.9 7.15 -68.9 1059.2 groundwater channel 
sedge 
opening 2             None taken 
tussucks 
top 11.9 5.9 55.8 7.4 -104.6 1159.4 groundwater channel 
tussocks 
bottom             None taken 
sedge 
opening 3 15.7 5.1 52.6 7.41 -1.4 1003.5 groundwater channel 
upper 
shrub line 14.6 4.5 44.8 7.44 26.2 1022.9 groundwater channel 
sedge line 18.5 7.2 78.4 7.45 11.0 899.9 Rooting zone 
tufa 18.5 7.4 80.1 7.53 13.6 922.6 Rooting zone 

Lower edge             

None taken. Water 
level just below the 
ground surface. 

Seepage 
Meadow             

None taken. Water 
level just below the 
ground surface. 

Irises             

None taken. Water 
level just below the 
ground surface. 

Lake 25.6 13.1 162.8 9.02 115.9 824.3 Lake 
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